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ABSTRACT
The understanding of alcohol consumption patterns, especially those indicating negative drinking behavior, is an important issue to researchers and health policymakers. On
social media, people share daily activities, including alcohol
consumption, representing these moments through images
and text. This work, using a five-year dataset from Instagram, analyzes what machine-extracted textual and visual
cues reveal about trends of casual drinking (concepts gathered around #drink) and possible negative drinking (concepts
gathered around #drunk). Our analysis reveals that #drunk
posts occur more frequently in party occasions and nightlife
locations, with a higher presence of people, while #drink
posts occur at food locations, with a higher presence of drink
containers. Manual coding further shows that #drunk posts
have a higher chance of being perceived as potentially objectionable. A random forest classifier shows that #drink
and #drunk posts can be discriminated with accuracy up to
82.3%. These results have important implications for alcohol
research among youth.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol plays an important role in many cultures including social interaction and health [59]. However, people also
abuse alcohol, leading to negative social and health outcomes including injuries, violence, accidents, and fatalities
[27, 55, 61]. In this work, we examine the drinking behavior
of youth using self-representation on social media (Instagram), with the aim to uncover patterns of positive drinking
and potential negative drinking.
Drinking culture “refers to the customs and practices associated with the consumption of alcoholic beverages” [3]
and is prevalent in many societies. As part of this, social
drinking or responsible drinking, practices correspond to
“casual drinking of alcoholic beverages in a social setting
without an intent to become intoxicated” [3]. This drinking
pattern is in contrast with negative drinking, which involves
alcohol intake “far beyond that which is socially acceptable”
[3]. In practice, alcohol consumption often begins as a casual, social activity [36] until excessive consumption leads
to negative effects [27]. Due to the above mentioned negative consequences, it is important to limit excessive drinking
by setting up prevention efforts [30], and to understand the
possible transitions between casual drinking and negative
drinking.
Researchers in psychology and alcohol consumption have
studied drinking behavior from the perspective of drinking motives [18, 19, 42] and consequences of drinking [27,
55, 61]. Most of these works collected alcohol consumption data using face-to-face interviews or paper-and-pencil
questionnaires [18, 19] , which are known to have limitations due to incorrect reporting, e.g. limited recall [24, 43].
The advent of ubiquitous sensors and smartphones aided
researchers to collect larger amounts of data including insitu responses via SMS on features phone [44], wearable
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sensor data [9, 11, 38], and hybrid data (including sensor
data, and human-generated data like photos, captions, and
location) [16, 56, 57, 62]. However, these methods of data
collection have the disadvantage of being intrusive because
participants are asked to intentionally report their alcohol
intake.
As a complement to such data collection methods, social media from Twitter and Instagram also provide in-situ
data related to drinking events, including photos, captions,
locations, and other semantic information. By taking advantage of the large scale of users and media posts, researchers
can study aggregate alcohol patterns in countries or cities
[33, 39, 51, 53]. It must be noted that social media data also
has some limitations, in terms of population bias and the
lack of continuous temporal data for individual users.
In this work, using data from Instagram collected over
five years, we study two aspects of drinking culture (social
drinking and negative drinking) inside Switzerland (as a
European case study) using users’ posts (both textual and
visual). We hypothesize that #drunk (or its variations) might
be indicative of possibly negative drinking; vs. #drink (or
its variations) as casual drinking (i.e., with a more positive connotation). Specially, we investigate two research
questions:
RQ1: Are there significant differences depending on the
specific representation used to characterize the act of drinking? More specifically, what are the textual content, visual
content, and perceived differences between possibly negative
drinking (e.g. posts containing #drunk or related hashtags)
and casual drinking (e.g. posts containing #drink)?
RQ2: If such differences exist, how can textual and visual
features of Instagram posts be used to automatically classify
#drink and #drunk drinking episodes?
The specific contributions of the paper are the following:
(1) We curate a 1.7M Instagram dataset collected over 5 years
inside Switzerland to obtain a corpus for #drink and #drunk.
This is done using a dictionary of hashtags defined manually for #drink, #drunk, drinking occasion, location, social
context, and alcohol categories. (2) We automatically extract
textual and visual features. Textual features include drinking
occasion, location social contexts, and alcohol categories.
Visual features were extracted using Microsoft Azure and
consist of visual autotags, descriptions, and categories. In
addition, we obtain crowdsourced perceptions of drinking
motivations from #drink and #drunk posts using a popular
online platform. (3) An analysis of textual features indicates
that #drunk posts occur more often for nightlife and events
locations, and for party occasions, while #drink occurs often
in food locations like restaurants. (4) Visual analysis shows
that photos in #drink posts contain higher presence of drinkrelated artifacts (like beverages, glasses, or tables), while,
#drunk posts have a higher presence of people, specifically
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males. (5) The analysis of manually annotated perceived
drinking attributes in posts shows that #drunk posts have
higher scores for drinking motives (social, coping, enhancement, and conformity, as defined by a validated short questionnaire) compared to #drink. Furthermore, 19% of #drunk
posts and 6% of #drink posts were labeled as potentially problematic. (6) We show that using machine learning algorithms,
textual and visual cues are able to discriminate #drink and
#drunk. Specifically, textual cues achieve a classification accuracy of 82.3%, while visual cues achieve an accuracy of
75.0%.
This work has implications not just for alcohol consumption research but also for automatic classification of potential
negative drinking social media posts in health tracking applications. Our work could also be useful for understanding
consequences related to mental and physical health through
self-representation in social media.
2

RELATED WORK

Self-Presentation and Social Media
Self-presentation refers to how people try to manage impressions of themselves with respect to other people or entities
[58]. Goffman explained it as strategic activities of the individual to “convey an impression to others which it is in his
interests to convey” [28]. In detail, self-presentation relates
to how people try to make up attitudes and reactions of audiences through the presentation of self-relevant information.
In the age of the Internet, people have developed strategies
for self-presentation in personal web spaces [35] or online
dating environments [25]. The boom of social networks in
the last decade, e.g. Instagram, has opened more channels
for people to self-present.
The epitome of self-presentation on Instagram is the selfie
[60] which is an efficient medium to occupy audiences’ attention. In previous work, [12] shows that photos with faces are
38% more likely to receive likes and 32% more likely to receive
comments. Likes and comments are means of responding to
other Instagram users’ posts. Based on a study of 27K teens
and adults in Instagram [34], teens tend to post fewer photos but more hashtags and to get more likes/comments. In
addition, teens show a higher sense of self-presentation than
adults through posting more selfies and self-expression photos. Interestingly, self-presentation on Instagram can reveal
aspects of user’s mental health. For instance, [54] uses color
analysis, metadata components (i.e. image filters), and face
detection to diagnose rate of depression. In addition, the relationship between self-presentation behavior in Instagram
and narcissism is investigated in [50], finding that the higher
a user scores in narcissism, the more often they post selfies
or update their profile pictures. Hence, self-presentation on
Instagram has potential to be informative of other user behavioural patterns. In our work, we consider alcohol-tagged
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posts as one of kind of self-presentation that could reveal
drinking practices of Instagram users.
Alcohol Consumption and Social Media
Alcohol consumption is a topic of great interest to researchers
and policymakers. The literature has shown that drinking
motivations can be broadly categorized into four types: social,
enhancement, coping, and conformity [18, 20, 21]. Specifically in the context of young adults and adolescents, it has
been shown that alcohol is often used as a stimulant for initiating conversations (social) and/or due to peer-pressure
(conformity) [52]. Previous works also indicate that some
young adults indulge in heavy drinking with the motivation
of enhancement [41], leading to alcohol abuse [37], [47].
Traditionally, alcohol research has relied on paper-andpencil questionnaires and/or face-to-face interviews for data
collection [18, 20, 21, 63]. With the advances in ubiquitous
computing and the widespread availability of smartphones,
the use of mobile technology for data collection in alcohol
research has increased. Specifically, literature has shown the
validity of data collected using mobile phone applications
or wearable devices [9, 11, 13, 38, 49]. Participants are asked
to use smartphones to report their drinking events [43, 56].
Researchers collect data on drinking through reported drink
images, social context, ambiance context, etc. In addition,
participants are asked to answer questionnaires or drinking
habits, which are used as validation data. For example, [57]
uses sensor and log data to classify drinking nights with
76.6% accuracy.
As mentioned above, alcohol-tagged posts could reveal
drinking practices of Instagram users. [14] stated that Instagram was the most likely destination for posts glamorizing
college drinking. By asking volunteers to answer surveys
about themselves and give access right of their social network accounts, researchers can collect participants’ ground
truth and their social network data. [32] asked 192 participants (mean age 20.64, 132 women and 54 men) to give access
to their Facebook and/or Instagram profiles and their timelines which are analyzed to discover users’ behaviour w.r.t
drinking. Similarly, through group interviews with 37 young
women aged 16-21, [10] explored experiences of drinking
and intoxication, the use of social networks in their drinking
cultures and the display of drinking practices on social media.
All this work has involved manual work, e.g. no machine
learning has been used.
In another direction, researchers collected available posts
from social networks in a larger scale. In [53], we investigated
the food and drink patterns in Switzerland by using a Instagram corpus. They created a vocabulary of food and drinks
by manually annotating the top hashtags on Instagram and
classified six daily meals at 61.7% and healthy/unhealthy
posts at 85.8%. Similarly, [7] and [48] use hashtags to analyze
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food/drink patterns including alcohol consumption. These
works did not investigate particular drinking patterns like
casual drinking or possibly negative drinking, as we do in
our paper. The work in [51] investigated posts containing
alcohol-related hashtags (textual cues) and Instagram user
demographics (visual cues). This work obtained users’ demographics from photos via Face++ (an online face processing
platform). This work found patterns of alcohol consumption
w.r.t time, age, location, and exposure to specific alcohol
types, e.g. beer or vodka. We also use hashtags, captions,
meta data, and picture contents on Instagram posts as users’
self-presentation features, to examine the novel angle of distinguishing between casual and possibly negative drinking
behaviours through two categories: #drink and #drunk.
3

#DRINK AND #DRUNK DATASETS

We use a dataset collected in our previous work [53]. The
dataset contains 2.8M picture posts between November 2010
and March 2016 within Switzerland. This was then filtered to
have at least one hashtag per post, leading to 1.7M posts. In
this paper, by using the alcohol-related vocabulary from the
food & drink dictionary defined in [53], we harvest 34K alcohol drink posts from the 1.7M dataset. We call this dataset
the 34K dataset. We hypothesize that posts containing #drink
and similar hashtags, co-occurring with explicit alcohol hashtags (e.g. #wine, #beer, etc.), could be evidence for casual
drinking, while those posts containing #drunk and similar
hashtags could represent possibly negative drinking. In addition, we hypothesize that users posting about these two
types of drinking practices also use hashtags related to social
relationships (#friend, #family), occasions (#party, #festival),
and locations (#bar, #restaurant). From the 34K dataset, we
extracted and manually annotated the top 2000 hashtags
ranked by their frequency. Based on the meaning of the 2000
hashtags, we manually annotated, grouped, and defined a
#drink/#drunk hashtag dictionary, a location hashtag dictionary with ten venue categories, an occasion hashtag dictionary with six categories (travel_vacation, holiday, sport, party,
festival, other), and a social hashtag dictionary with five categories (friend, alone, partner_spouse, family, other). In detail,
the #drink/#drunk hashtag dictionary has 20 hashtags for casual drinking (drinkup, alcoholinfused, alcoholdrink, alcoholicdrink, alcoholicdrinks, alcoholsucks, drink, drinks, drinking,
instadrink, drinkingcraft, drinklocal, boire, drank, drinkin, instadrinks, saufen, slurp, trinken, drinkporn) and 9 hashtags for
possibly negative drinking (drunk, wasted, getdrunk, ivresse,
boozing, instadrunk, tipsy, drunken, getdrunk, пьянствубой )
for a total of 29.
The hashtags are in multiple languages (German, French,
English, and Russian) reflecting that Switzerland is a multilingual country and a tourist destination. With the location dictionary, we borrowed the definition from Foursquare venue
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categories, namely, Arts & Entertainment, College & University, Events, Food, Nightlife Spots, Outdoors & Recreation,
Professional & Other Places, Residence, Shop & Services, and
Travel & Transport, and Other or None [5]. Then, for the
#drunk construct, we used the 1.7M dataset to filter out all
posts which mentioned at least one of the hashtags in the
#drunk hashtag dictionary. For the #drink construct, in order
to avoid posts with non-alcoholic drinking, we selected posts
with both an explicit alcohol hashtag (e.g. #wine) and at least
one of the hashtags in the #drink dictionary. This resulted in
a corpus of 2046 #drink and 1323 #drunk posts. We call this
corpus the #Drink/#Drunk corpus. The corpus is composed of
1451 and 952, users respectively. Similarly to [53], we also
link our original corpus to Foursquare venue categories. In
the end, the corpus filtered by occasion, social, context location, alcohol hashtag dictionaries, and 4sq categories is
shown in Table 1.
In order to validate the above 29 drink/drunk hashtags as
being related to positive and negative drinking, we asked
10 trusted annotators to think about the meaning of each
hashtag and search it on Instagram first and Google Images
later. Then, we asked three questions. Specifically, we asked
“Please think about this hashtag and the pictures you have
searched and rate it according to its positive connotation”.
The second question was worded similarly asking for negative connotation. The annotator had to answer this on a 5point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree).
In the last question, we asked “Do you think that if users
posted those pictures they could have bad consequences?”
with two answers: 1 (Yes) or 0 (No). To assess agreement
of annotators, we used Intraclass Correlation Coefficients
(ICC(2,k)) as recommended in [40]. ICC(2,k) of #drink and
#drunk on positive/negative connotations is good (0.60-0.80)
as shown in Table 1. We observe a difference between the
mean for positive (4.06 vs. 2.52) and negative (1.66 vs. 3.22)
connotation for #drink and #drunk hashtags. In addition, the
mean of bad consequence of #drink hashtags is 0.16 while
the value of #drunk hashtags is 0.54. These results suggest
that our hypothesis of #drink hashtags as signaling casual,
positive drinking, and of #drunk hashtags as signalling more
negative drinking is reasonable.
4

#DRINK AND #DRUNK ANALYSIS (RQ1)

In this section,we analyze patterns of drinking (expressed
by #drink and #drunk) using textual content (hashtags) and
visual content (image) from the Instagram posts, as well as
other attributes obtained from human perception.
Textual Content
As a first step, we manually extract all hashtags from the
posts in our corpus (1,323 #drunk and 2,046 #drink) and
cluster them according to (a) alcohol type (wine, beer, spirit
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Table 1: Instagram datasets used in this work.
Corpus and its derives
#Drink/#Drunk corpus

#drink
2,046

#drunk
1323

#posts containing alcohol hashtags
#posts containing occasion hashtags
#posts containing social hashtags

2,046
881
594

453
682
585

#posts containing location hashtags
#posts linked to 4sq venues

608
1351

266
859

ICC(2,k) for negative connotation
Mean of negative connotation

0.80
1.66

0.60
3.22

ICC(2,k) for positive connotation
Mean of positive connotation

0.72
4.06

0.66
2.52

ICC(2,k) for bad consequence
Mean of bad consequence

0.68
0.16

0.56
0.54

& cocktails, and others), (b) occasion (holidays, events, party,
travel, sports and festival), (c) social context (friend, family,
partner_spouse, alone and other), and (d) location categories
(10 4sq venues) as described in Section 3.
The descriptive statistics for each group of hashtags are
presented in Table 2. We use unpaired T-tests to compare
the two groups for each variable. As p-values are known
to be not sufficiently informative [45, 64], we additionally
use effect size, namely Cohen’s d (CD), and 95% confidence
interval (95% CI) to expand our understanding of statistical
significance [45, 64]. In Table 2, the cases that are statistically
significant (by combining the effect size and the CI not including zero) are the number of alcohol hashtags (medium effect
size), social hashtags (small effect size) and location hashtags
(small effect size). In other words, #drunk posts use fewer
alcohol-related hashtags (e.g. wine, beer) and location hashtags but slightly more hashtags related to social interaction.
As a basic point of reference to these numbers, we compute
descriptive statistics on a disjoint, random sample of 2046
posts from the general Instagram 1.7M-post dataset containing at least one hashtag. Compared to our #drink/#drunk
dataset, this random sample of general Instagram posts differs for all variables.
As the next step, we study the distribution of #drink and
#drunk posts for the various categories (alcohol type, occasion, and location), see Figure 1. We also study the distribution of the social context but it is not shown for space
reason. Unsurprisingly, friends are the dominant social context, with most posts that contain a social hashtag refer to
friends (0.84 − 0.91). Figure 1a shows the distribution of alcohol category hashtags. We observe that #drunk posts have
a similar frequency for wine, beer, and spirit (0.25 − 0.30),
while #drink posts have a substantially higher frequency
for spirit & cocktails (0.45), indicating that cocktail & spirit
are popular representations of the #drink concept. Figure 1b
shows the distribution of occasion hashtags. We observe that
#drunk posts are often mentioned at parties (0.53), while
#drink posts spread over other occasions. Figures 1c and 1d
show the distribution of location categories for #drink and
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics of hashtags for random posts (N=2046), #drink posts (N=2046) and #drunk posts (N=1323). (CD
denotes Cohen’s d, MD denotes mean difference, and CI denotes confidence interval)
# hashtag per post
# hashtags
# words
#comments
# Alcohol hashtags
# Social hashtags
# Occasion hashtags
# Location hashtags

mean
8.40
5.42
2.29
0.02
0.08
0.40
0.17

Random Posts
med
sd
5
7.98
2
12.06
1
6.30
0
0.23
0
0.36
0
1.11
0
0.45

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

drunk

drink

b)

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

c)

mean
15.45
4.17
1.43
2.08
0.43
0.70
0.37

#Drink
med
sd
15
7.51
1
8.76
1
2.35
1
2.32
0
0.86
0
1.05
0
0.65

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

drink

a)

max
35
222
113
7
5
15
5

drunk

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

drink

drunk

d)

drink

drunk

Figure 1: Distribution of #drink and #drunk posts based on:
(a) Alcohol categories (b) Occasion (c) Location-related Hashtags (d) Foursquare venues

#drunk posts based on 4sq-linked venues and location hashtags, respectively. While the two methods that associate the
location with posts produce different distributions for #drink
and #drunk, we observe three consistent trends. Specifically,
the distribution of #drink is higher than #drunk at food locations and travel & transport, while #drunk is higher at
nightlife spots. On the other hand, private places (residence)
are poorly represented, even though it is known that alcohol
drinking at home is common among young people [56]. This
quantitative analysis complements previous results in the
literature reporting about the drinking location of young
people using qualitative methods [15, 23].
In summary, #drink and #drunk posts include references to
friends, parties/events, and non-private venues, with #drunk
posts being more often associated with parties and nightlife,
and #drink posts with food and travel & transport. We also
showed some small to medium effects regarding the frequency of use of alcohol, social, and location hashtags.
Visual Content
In this section, we examine the photos of #drink and #drunk
posts through visual cues (categories, autotags, and descriptions) and facial features (face presence and expressions) extracted using the Computer Vision API [1] and Face API [4]
from Microsoft Azure [26, 29, 31].

max
30
186
33
18
8
11
5

mean
14.06
3.35
1.62
0.67
0.64
0.73
0.25

#Drunk
med
sd
12
7.96
1
5.81
1
2.35
0
1.61
0
0.89
1
0.88
0
0.55

max
30
71
25
16
6
5
4

MD
1.39
0.82
-0.19
1.41
-0.22
-0.03
0.12

#Drink vs. #Drunk
CD[95% CI]
T-Test
0.18 [0.11, 0.25]
5.1
0.11 [0.04, 0.18]
3.27
-0.08[-0.15,-0.01]
-2.3
0.68 [0.61, 0.75]
20.88
-0.25 [-0.32, -0.18]
-7.0
-0.03 [-0.10, 0.04]
-0.98
0.20 [0.13, 0.27]
5.9

p-value
1.0e-6
0.001
0.021
1.0e-90
1.0e-11
0.327
1.0e-8

Visual Categories. Each image has at least one category
name from the top 15 parent/child hereditary hierarchies [1].
Figure 2a shows the distribution of #drink and #drunk posts
for these 15 visual categories. We observe that considerably
more photos from #drunk posts than from #drink posts have
people in them (0.55 vs. 0.21), while photos from #drink posts
include drinks, indoor, and food. This differentiated trend
suggests that #drunk photos are more often about people,
while #drink photos have a wider variety of content, adding
drinks and food content to human presence.
Visual Autotags and Descriptions. Autotags correspond
to over 2,000 recognizable objects, living beings, scene hierarchy, and actions. These autotags are returned along with
a confidence value. We use these autotags for our dataset,
with 153 autotags having confidence value higher than 90%.
Figure 2a shows the distribution of the top vision autotags
with confidence above 90%. We again observe that #drunk
posts have a higher frequency than #drink posts for autotags
related to people, while #drink has a higher frequency for
indoor scenes and objects including tables, cup, and bottle.
Additionally, visual descriptions correspond to full semantic
descriptions like “glass of beer on the table” for each image.
Figure 2c shows that #drunk photos contain photos with
people posing, while #drink photos contain objects related
to eating/drink: (“a glass of beer on a table, a glass of wine,”,
etc.). This confirms that #drunk photos are quite often about
people, while #drink photos also depict content related to
the drinks themselves.
Face Features. The Face API detects faces and recognizes
facial expressions and face exposure of people in pictures.
We use a smile cue (the percentage of smiling faces in a
photo, ranging from 0 to 1), and an exposure level cue (the
average of the exposure of all detected faces in a photo).
Photographic exposure corresponds to the amount of light
on the face, ranging from zero (underexposed faces) to one
(overexposed faces). Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics
of face features. We observe that 55% (727/1,323) of #drunk
posts contain faces compared to 21% (429/2,046) of #drink.
Furthermore, the mean number of faces in #drunk posts is
higher than in #drink posts. This corroborates our previous
observations that #drunk posts tend to contain more people.
We then compute differences for the two groups w.r.t. the
number of male and female faces, the percentage of smiling
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics and significance test for #drink
posts (N=429) and #drunk posts (N=727) containing at least
one face (except (*) estimated from N = 2046 #drink posts and
N=1323 #drink post). (CD denotes Cohen’s d, MD denotes
mean difference, and CI denotes confidence interval)
Vision

Feature

Feature

Face

Expression

#Drink

#Drunk

mean

sd

mean

sd

MD

#face
(*)

0.44

0

1.33

1

-0.89

#face

2.13

1.55

2.47

2.20

-0.35

#male

0.99

1.06

1.32

1.48

-0.33

#female

1.14

1.30

1.15

1.52

-0.01

smile

0.71

0.40

0.60

0.43

0.11

exposure

0.58

0.18

0.62

0.19

-0.03

#Drink vs. #Drunk
CD
T-test
[95% CI]
-0.89
-14.68
-1.00,-0.78

[

]

-0.17
[-0.30,-0.05]
-0.25
[-0.37,-0.13]
-0.01
[-0.13,0.11]
0.25
[0.17,0.33]
-0.18
[-0.26,-0.10]

p-value
1.0e-45

-3.08

0.002

-4.38

1.3e-5

-0.15

0.88

6.21

1.0e-9

-4.47

1.0e-5

faces in a photo, and the average exposure of faces in a photo
(Table 3). An unpaired T-test followed by the estimation of
effect size and 95% CI indicate that the differences between
the two groups w.r.t. the number of faces (in the full sample,
with large effect size), and the number of male faces and
the smiling cue (in the subsample of images containing at
least one face, both with small effect size) are statistically
significant, as the corresponding CIs do not include zero. In
contrast, the difference in the number of female faces is not
significant (p=0.88, negligible effect size and CI including
zero in the subsample of images containing at least one face).
In summary, by using state-of-art computer vision algorithms and several ways of characterizing the visual content
of images, we found that that #drunk posts significantly
depict more people (and males in particular) in the corresponding photos, while #drink posts relate to both people
and eating/drinking activities.
Human Perception of Drinking Posts
In this section, we study a final issue: are #drink and #drunk
posts perceived differently by human observers? For this, we
analyze how #drink and #drunk posts are perceived based
on three issues: drinking motives, context, and problematic
issues. We randomly chose 200 #drunk posts and 200 #drink
posts from 400 distinct Instagram users, including photos,
captions, and hashtags. These 400 posts were then manually
coded on three dimensions: (1) 12 questions of an adapted
questionnaire on four drinking motives (social, coping, enhancement, conformity) using a 1-to-5 Likert scale [42]; (2)
two questions about the context of the posts, namely social
relationship (Who does the person appear to be with?) and
place (Where does the person appear to be?); and (3) problematic issues with the posts, with yes/no choices (Do you
think this post could have negative consequences on the user?).
Annotations were conducted on Crowdflower [2], with each
post annotated by 5 raters.
Perceived Drinking Motives. For the four dimensions
of drinking motives, the descriptive statistics are shown in

Table 4. All means are higher for the #drunk group. For
#drunk posts, social and conformity motives are the two
motives and have a mean equal or higher than 4.0 (i.e., one
point above the middle of the Likert scale). Social and enhancement motives are the top two motives, for the #drink
group. Similarly to the previous analysis in this section, we
calculate effect size and 95% CI for the differences between
#drink and #drunk for each drinking motive, as shown in
Table 4. The differences for the four drinking motives appear
to be significant, with one medium effect size (enhancement),
three large effect size (social, coping, conformity) and all CIs
not including zero.
Perceived Problematic Posts in Context. Among the
400 annotated posts, there are 11 #drink and 37 #drunk posts
perceived as having problematic consequences (for this difference, Fisher’s Exact Test score = 3.9, p=8.5e-5). In the
questionnaire, we also asked observers “Why do you say so?”.
We summarize the content of the answers into three groups:
(1) people in pictures seem to behave inappropriately, appear
naked, or are seen as too young; (2) alcoholic drinks appear to
be combined with energy drinks (e.g. Red Bull) or with other
hard alcohol, which makes observers believe this might lead
to negative consequences; and (3) observers stated that the
people in photos appeared to have drunk in excess and might
drive a car afterwards. Next, we examine these problematic
posts in the context of place and social relations which are
shown in Figure 3. First, Figure 3a shows that most of the
cases of problematic #drink and #drunk posts correspond
to bars/pubs, nightclubs, and personal places. Problematic
#drunk posts are relatively more frequent than those for
#drink at bar/pub, in accordance with the results discussed
earlier in this section in Figure 1c,d. Interestingly, problematic #drunk posts are perceived as happening in personal
places with 13%. This result differs from our earlier observations in this section, and opens a relevant question about
drinking and private places. Second, the question “Who does
the person appear to be with?” shows that half of the problematic posts have an Impossible to say answer, which indicates
that annotators cannot infer any social relationships. A manual inspection of these posts showed that there are several
reasons for this ambiguity e.g. photos depict two or more
alcoholic drinks but not visible people, etc. In Figure 3b, we
see that for the rest of the cases people are perceived to be
in the company of same-sex friends, with higher values for
#drunk posts than #drink posts in problematic context. These
results also match the results using visual/textual content
discussed earlier in this section. In contrast, #drink posts
are perceived to be more problematic than #drunk when in
mixed company.
In summary, using crowdsourced annotations for 400
#drink and #drunk posts, we obtain three results related to
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Figure 2: Distribution of (a) visual categories, (b) visual autotags, and (c) descriptions for #drink and #drunk posts.
Table 4: Drinking motives descriptive stats and significance
for #drink posts (N=200) and #drunk posts (N=200). (CD denotes Cohen’s d, MD denotes mean difference, and CI denotes confidence interval)
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Figure 3: Distribution of 11 #drink and 37 #drunk posts possibly having problematic consequences of (a) Place (b) Social

perception of Instagram drinking practices: perceived drinking motives are scored higher for #drunk posts, for which
social and conformity motives are the top ones; the perceived
drinking context generally agrees with the trends obtained
with visual and textual content results in the previous two
subsections; and significantly more #drunk posts were perceived as problematic (19%) compared to #drink posts (6%).
5

CLASSIFYING #DRINK AND #DRUNK(RQ2)

We now investigate how the textual and visual cues analyzed in the previous section could be used to automatically
discriminate between #drink and #drunk posts, defining a
binary classification task.
Feature Extraction
In the first step, we extract a number of features from the
visual and textual modalities (shown in Table 5 with name,
description, type and group). Note that all hashtags used to
define the #drink and #drunk clusters (see Section 3) have
been removed so they are not part of the features. Picture
caption (PC) contains the numerical count of hashtags in the
caption (general hashtags, words, alcohol hashtags, occasion
hashtags, social hashtags, alcohol category hashtags), and
the categories of social context and occasions. Time (T) corresponds to the hour and weekday when photos are posted.

Table 5: Features for classification of #drink and #drunk
posts with the following group features Picture Caption
(PC), Vision Autotag (VA), Fine Vision Autotags (VCA), Vision Colors (VCO), Face (F), Attention (A), Time (T).
Feature
tagCount
wordCount
alcoholTag

socialCount
occasionCount

Description
Total number of hashtags
Total number of words in caption
Total number of alcohol hashtags
Total number of wine/ beer/ spirit&cocktails
hashtags
Total number of social-related hashtags
Total number of occasion-related hashtags

socialCategory

5 social hashtags

occasionCategory

6 occasion hashtags

Visual Autotags

Generated autotags for auto description from
Azure Vision

alcoholCategory

Fine Visual Autotags
Visual
Categories
faceCount
age
exposure
commentCount
likeCount
hours
day

VA with confidence values higher 90%
Generated categories of image from Azure Vision
Number of total faces and male faces in picture
Min, Max, Mean of age
Min, Max, Mean of distribution of exposure
Total number of comments of picture
Total number of likes of picture
Hour when picture is posted (in minutes)
Day when picture is posted (weekday)

Type
numeric (1)
numeric (1)
numeric (1)

Group
PC
PC
PC

numeric (3)

PC

numeric (1)
numeric (1)
categories
(5)
categories
(6)
categories
(520)
categories
(153)
categories
(67)

PC
PC

numeric (2)

F

numeric (3)
numeric (3)
numeric (1)
numeric (1)
numeric (1)
numeric (1)

F
F
A
A
T
T

PC
PC
VA
VAC
VCA

Attention (A) includes the count of comments and likes on
posts.
Classification Task
To classify #drink vs. #drunk posts, we use a Random forest
(RF) algorithm. In parameter setting, we set ntree=500, mtry
as recommended by [46] and GridSearch supported by [6].
Then, we use 10-fold cross validation over 10 times for accuracy evaluation. For the classification experiments, we use
1,242 data points for the #drunk class, and randomly sample
the same number of posts from the #drink class to have a
balanced dataset (total: 2,484 data points) with a random
baseline of 50%.
Classification Results and Comparison
Classification results are shown in Table 6. With visual features, we see that the visual autotags produce the highest
accuracy (75%), followed by fine visual autotags (68.9%), visual categories (67.4%), and face features (66.6%). With textual features, we see that the picture captions (PC) produce
the highest accuracy (82.3%), followed by time (60.8%) and
attention (52.5%).
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Table 6: Classification accuracy of #drink/#drunk classifier
for visual and textual.
Modality

Feature
Baseline

Accuracy
50.0

Visual

Visual Autotags (VA)
Fine Visual Autotags (VAC)
Visual Categories (VCA)
Face (F)

75.0
68.9
67.4
66.6

Textual

Picture Caption (PC)
Attention (A)
Time (T)

82.3
52.5
60.8

In summary, basic visual and textual features are useful to
classify #drink and #drunk. We see that the textual content
not only plays a better role in classification (82.3%) but also
take less effort as they are directly available in the posts.
6

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we discuss the results presented in the last
two sections and their implications.
Social signals and Instagram drinking posts. The higher
use of social-related hashtags (Table 1), combined with the
machine recognition results (Figure 2 and Table 3) and the
social motives for drinking (Table 4), suggest that #drunk
posts might carry a stronger social connotation. In contrast,
the higher visual presence of drink-related artifacts (glasses,
bottles, etc.) in #drink posts suggests that the conveyed signal, while clearly social, could also serve other objectives
related to documenting specific drink items, or moments
when people are alone. The finding adds to the literature
investigating social media practices related to personal tracking of food and drink [17, 22]. Future qualitative research
interviewing Instagram users could complement and deepen
these results from the perspective of health-related issues.
Places and Instagram drinking posts. Our analysis
also showed some differences with respect to the use of
places (Fig. 1c,d). We observe more cases of #drunk posts
in bars/pubs, nightclubs, and personal places (Fig. 3a). This
result, though not surprising, has implications for health
and security in and around these places. These also have
implications for police authorities and policymakers. In this
dataset, private places are underrepresented (see category
“residence” in Fig. 1c and Fig. 3a). This is important as research has shown that alcohol is often consumed by youth at
home [8, 56]. Further research could specifically investigate
the issue of alcohol drinking and social media practices in
the home context.
Human perception of Instagram drinking posts. Social motives, corresponding to external orientation and positive reward [18], were perceived as the strongest motive for
both #drink and #drunk posts. On the other hand, #drunk
posts have higher scores for all motives compared to #drink
posts, with large effect sizes (Table 4). To our knowledge, this
issue has not been previously studied. Finally, 19% of #drunk
posts and 6% of #drink posts were labeled as potentially problematic (Fig 3c). The comments by the external observers

Phan et al.
highlight a variety of issues. While previous survey-based
research has found that youth are generally aware of the
potential negative consequences of excessive drinking (33.7%
of young Europeans believe that overdrinking might make
them do something they would regret, and 10% believe they
might get in trouble with the police) [8], our analysis shows
that these kind of photos are clearly in circulation within
Instagram. Furthermore, the risks of sharing posts about alcohol drinking take on a new dimension with the current
advances in machine recognition.
Machine recognition of Instagram drinking posts and
health-drinking tracking applications. Our results showed
that #drink and #drunk posts can be discriminated up to 82%.
Given the current trends in deep learning, we anticipate that
performance could increase if larger datasets were available
and more advanced models were applied. Our results suggest
that the recognition of different forms of drinking could be
automated to some degree in the future. Possible health applications include privacy-sensitive tools for self-reflection
and self-management of personal habits; and anonymized
contributions towards public health studies. There are, however, important risks associated with the inference of such
kind of personal information, especially if used for other
purposes that are not directly meant to support or benefit
users.

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated the patterns in drinking behavior (both social drinking and potential negative drinking)
inside Switzerland using Instagram posts from a five-year
Instagram dataset. We conclude this paper by summarizing
the findings of the two research questions we posed, and by
discussing limitations and future directions.
Regarding RQ1, the following patterns were observed:
(a) textual features indicated that a majority of the drink
and drunk posts include references to friends (over 84%
of posts), parties/events, and non-private venues (nightlife
spots, outdoors, food, and travel & transport). In particular, #drink posts occurred more often with food and travel
transport, while #drunk posts occurred more often at parties
and nightlife. (b) Visual features indicated a social tendency
among #drunk posts with a higher presence of people, specifically males, while #drink posts contain the higher presence
of drink-related artifacts (like beverages, glasses, tables). (c)
manual coding indicated #drunk was rated higher for all
drinking motivations, with social and conformity being the
top ones. The perceived drinking context is in line with
trends obtained using the visual and textual content. Furthermore, significantly greater drunk posts were perceived
as being problematic (19%) compared to drink posts (6%).

#Drink Or #Drunk: Multimodal Signals and Drinking Practices
Regarding RQ2, we observed that textual and visual cues
in posts are able to discriminate #drink and #drunk, with textual cues showing improved classification accuracy (82.3%)
but representing less computational effort due to their direct availability in captions as compared to visual cues. We
believe that our work has implications not just for alcohol
consumption research but also for automatic classification
of potential negative drinking of health-drinking tracking
applications.
Our dataset, curated in Switzerland, could have limitations
of generality w.r.t. other locations. In addition, over 1M out
of the 2.8M posts contain no hashtags, which leaves many
Instagram users (who follow this practice) out of our analysis. In the future, we plan to investigate Instagram alcohol
consumption in private vs. public spaces and understand
possible differences.
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